“GHS supports Boskalis’s Engineering in designing safe operations”.

Photo Courtesy of Boskalis/ Statoil

Statoil’s spar platform Aasta Hansten floated onto M.V Dockwise Vanguard
For this float-on operation the Engineering Team within the Offshore Energy division of Boskalis have
used GHS to prepare each step of the ballast procedure in the office and obtain client\marine
warranty surveyor approval for stability compliance throughout the operation. Our Ballast Engineer
used GHS on-site to support the crew during the ballast operation. The master of the M.V. Dockwise
Vanguard uses GHS as a Class Approved Loading Computer for vessel operations.
Ian Emery, (Information Coordinator), Dockwise/ Boskalis, very explicitly says “GHS supports
Boskalis’s Engineering Team in designing safe operations”.
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GHS
Leading PC-based hydrostatics & Stability software since 1972, GHS performs the most complex
calculations, runs seamlessly intact, damaged, probabilistic stability, and longitudinal strength
calculations, and is constantly being extended and improved to meet the increasing sophistication
and complexity of stability standards and to ensure continued leadership and excellence.
GHS is well-proven, reliable, is in constant use by major design firms and shipyards worldwide, and
well accepted by all Regulatory agencies: used by ABS, and formally approved by LR and DNV-GL,
GHS is distributed in Europe by NDAR / Design Systems & Technologies.

NDAR
In operation since 1988, NDAR offers a full range of synergetic Naval Architecture, Design, Production
and PLM software, such as ShipConstructor, Rhino3D and its Naval Architecture plug-in Orca3D, GHS,
MAESTRO, ShipWeight, AutoFEM, etc. NDAR provides naval architecture & marine engineering
services, too. The range of expertise offered by NDAR and its industry partners covers the full ship,
yacht and offshore industry spectrum.

BOSKALIS
Royal Boskalis Westminster N.V. is a leading global dredging and offshore contractor and maritime
services provider. We offer a unique combination of experts, vessels and activities. With our origins
in the Netherlands, we have been operating for over 100 years. Today we create new horizons for
our stakeholders in the ports, offshore energy, maritime and inland infrastructure markets.
More info:
http://boskalis.com
http://ghsport.com/home/index.htm
http://www.ndar.com
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